What is Digitalization?

The conversion of written and oral communication to electronic messaging that everyone understands. The outcome of digitalisation is higher process efficiency, lower transaction costs and better control.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DIGITISE AND DIGITALISE

To **digitise** refers to the act of converting a physical document into a digital one. Scanning a paper invoice and creating a PDF document is an example of digitisation.

To **digitalise** is to transform and improve an entire business model using digital processes, e.g. making the decision that all of a company’s financial documents be handled and processed digitally.
Prerequisite and Opportunities for Digitalisation

- Worldwide trend
- COVID-19
- Enable automation
- Increase data quality
- Collect and structure all that data
- Smarter software opportunities
- Higher process efficiency
- Lower transaction costs
- Better control of business operations
Advantages of the App

Availability
Web platforms, iOS and Android

Integrations with
DEPEND (Percival software)
All data is automatically synchronized with DEPEND.

Security
Advanced security protocol

Support
Technical and advisory support

E-VOTING
Robust provision of vote materials
Touch and vote instantly

New version every year
Updates of the version

Customizable
Adjustable to company needs and branding

User friendly interface
All functions are available in 1 click
Registration

If the inserted data matches the database, **CDA Online** application automatically generates a login and sends verification code to the user’s e-mail.

Registration to application can be done either as a Natural person or Entity, by completing necessary fields.

Advanced and secure verification
All the commissions generated in application can be paid via vPos using bank card or via cash directly to AO.

User can see both pending payments and payment history. | Each Card payment will be verified.
Chat with Technical Support and AO
Using PSN number of User application, the app automatically shows the information about Retirement account balance and last 10 transactions.
Issuer Registration for E-voting

After signing agreement for E-voting services CDA opens account for Issuers secretary in Application.

There is also an opportunity to open user in view mode.
User can add new voting anytime by filling necessary information.

In each question Secretary can add different information, attach files and give options for changing votes.
E-voting Ready to Submit

Add new voting

- Annual General Meeting...
- Financial reports approval

Dear Colleagues,
In this meeting we will approve 1n reports............

Questions

- Balance approval
- Cash flow approval
- Equity change report approval

Cancel  Submit
Application gives opportunity to users and secretary to discuss questions in forum.

Secretary also can pin important messages, so they will not disappear in message flow.
User can change the vote before meeting completion if such opportunity has been given by secretary.
After completion of meeting Secretary will receive the information about electronic voting.

Users receive e-mail with information about their votes.
• Online account opening
• New opportunities for issuers
• API protocols
• New features from the market
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